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Are 16G Seats able to protect You? 

Source: https://www.seatmaestro.com/16g-seats/ 

Indeed, few people or most often nobody outlives an airplane crash. And it is equally true that 

if a plane simply fall from the sky, there will be no one aboard to survive the crash. However, 

there are certain situation in which SAFETY FEATURES may help save lives.  

When an accident happens on the ground (while taxiing, take off, landing, etc), in most cases 

passengers survive. However, in some cases, the cabins can be overcome by fire or smoke 

before passengers can escape. 

Currently all contemporary planes are fitted with 16G seats. In 1988, the US Federal Aviation 

Administration issued regulations which required that all new planes are equipped with “16G” 

seats. Before that, the old seats had to meet stresses of only nine times the force of gravity. 

These seats are used only for transport category aircrafts and they practically meet the 9g 

requirements of Federal Aviation Regulations Sec. 25.561 as well as the dynamic requirements 

of Sec. 25.562. They are tested in a manner that simulates the loads that could be expected 

in an impact-survivable accident. Moreover, creating a seat to withstand more than 16G’s 

wouldn’t make sense, since any force greater than that would not be survivable. This is why 

these seats are commonly referred to as 16G seats.  

The testing procedure that is applicable in their case presuppose a “crash test” which means 

that the seat undergoes a rapid deceleration from a minimum of rom 30mph to 0mph 

instantly. The crash test also requires that the seats are tested with their floor tracks as well 

as with dummies located in each separate seat. The seats are also tested in terms of cabin 

floor strength as they need to be able to withstand impact forces that are likely to occur in 

case of an emergency landing, for instance. Besides, stronger floors will certainly improve the 

performance of 16G seats and further improvement of these seats would more than likely call 

for incremented floor strength.  

The dummies are mainly used to measure the impact forces which will help the assessors 

evaluate the degree of protection offered by a particular seat. For instance the devices that 

are installed in the heads of the dummies in order to measure the acceleration forces are used 

to determine the Head Injury Criterion, also known as HIC. HIC actually determines the 

probability of head injury resulting from an impact. This criterion was developed to evaluate 

skull fracture as well as brain damage caused by frontal head impact, and is largely used in 

both automotive and aviation testing standards. So, plane seats are mainly tested using the 

same methods employed by highway safety authorities. Just like the automobile crash tests, 

the FAA tests are designed particularly for the aviation environment.  

Therefore, we may point out that16G were seats designed to enhance the survivability of 

passengers and flight attendants in accidents. Thus, 16G seats also protect the passengers 

from suffering leg or spine injuries. They also protect the crew from injuring their chest in case 

upper torso restraints are used and they make sure that their occupants will not be trapped 

on impact. Plane seats play a major role in making a collision or any unfortunate event as 

survivable as possible.  


